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PRESS RELEASE

ADAMI STUDIO-Minsk has started

The ADAMI Media Prize for Cultural Diversity in Eastern Europe is launching a  workshop for

fiction and documentary film projects in the editing stage, which deal with topics of  cultural

diversity,  tolerance,  integration  or  peaceful  coexistence. The  workshop  is  organized  with  the

International  Film  Festival  LISTAPAD and  is  held  in  Minsk,  Belarus,  Nov  6-8,  2019 for

Belarusian and Ukrainian participants. 

The workshop is  to generate participant  exchange and feedback,  introduce different  storytelling

approaches and increase the appeal of the films to a wider, international audience. The workshop is

taking  place  in  several  editing  rooms,  where  participants  receive  tutoring  from  experienced

filmmakers/editors and are working on each other’s edits. Aside from the work in the editing room,

ADAMI Studio participants will be given the chance to attend screenings and networking events

that  the  festival  offers  to  its  international  guests. All  Belarusian  and  Ukrainian  production

companies,  TV stations or individual producers/filmmakers had the chance to participate in this

workshop.  Five  projects  have  been  selected  for  the  editing  workshop,  conducted  by  three

international  experts:  Acclaimed  editors  and directors  Lena Rem (Germany),  Sergey Bukovsky

(Ukraine) and Andrej Polupanov (Belarus).

About the ADAMI Media Prize for Cultural Diversity in Eastern Europe:  The ADAMI Media Prize

was created to encourage filmmakers, journalists and audio-visual media professionals in the EU Eastern

Partnership countries to promote topics of migration, tolerance, and cultural diversity.  The prize rewards

outstanding  TV,  film  and  online  projects,  that  deal  with  diversity-related  issues.  Alongside  the  prize,

ADAMI organizes several events for networking and fosters exchange among media professionals in Eastern

Europe and the EU. For more information, please visit our website:   www.adamimediaprize.eu
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In partnership with the International Film Festival “Listapad”Minsk: :     

In collaboration with the National Film Studio Belarusfilm  
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